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This is the second volume of "Book of 100 dragons" series. It got increased difficulty as it comes

with thinner lines and more intricate patterns. 100% new dragons, exclusively drawn for this book!

Best suited for older kids, teens and adults. -Enjoy a compendium of dragon designs, inspired by

depictions from around the world: Chinese, Japanese, Vietnamese, Mexican (Mayan, Aztec),

Balinese, as well as classic East and Western European, and many more! -Formatted as

Single-page drawings, don't worry about bleeding media anymore! Also suited for people interested

in coloring as a form of ASMR theraphy (Autonomous sensory meridian response )
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The pages are all one sided which is nice esecially because the paper is a little thin, but not too

much. I'll just put an Insert inbetween the pages. The lines could be a little crisper but it's still fine.

The artist has a lot of skill in drawing dragons and there's a very nice selection of many countries'

representations of dragons. One of the pages has a bit of a shading discoloration or something in

part of the picture which I think is not supposed to be there but it's not so terribly noticeable. I think

it'll be okay, I'll just color over it. Even though there's 100 pictures the artist still managed to make

every one of them different from each other. Overall I'm very happy with the book. I would say it was

worth it.



I was amazed as I looked through this book the first time, the artist has researched the world and

brought us 100 different dragons, each looks like a dragon but is different from the rest.He has

included 34 dragons from myth & lore from around the globe, you will find famous dragons like:

Apep from Egypt, Kukulkan from Mexico, Yinglong from China, La Tarasque from France, an

Elephant Dragon form Thailand, Bakunawa from the Philippines, Zmey Gorynych from Russia and

many more, on each of these he has added the country they are from and that specific dragons

name on the bottom of the page.The rest of the book is filled with imaginative dragons flying with

wings, swimming with fins, spewing fire, and each different.This book is not for everyone, Although

this is considered a level 2 by the artist, this book is perfect for those adults and children who enjoy

and find coloring simpler images with only a few details relaxing and inspiring. I personally prefer

more detail but I know I will be coloring these pictures with my grandchildren.1. 101 illustrations to

color including the cover page, printed one per page, on off white, light weight paper.2. All alcohol

based markers bleed through this paper, Sharpies, Bic Mark-it etc. All of my water based markers

leave a bit of shadowing on the back side so you will want to place a sheet or 2 of paper under the

page you are coloring to prevent damage to the next page.3. My water based more expensive

Tombow markers actually color very well in this book, some paper doesnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t color

well with water based markers but this does and for a less expensive alternative I have a set of 100

color Proart markers that also work well. This Proart set has 100 different colors and I purchased it

to keep my younger grandchildren out of my Tombow markers. (Both available on )4. All the

illustrations are centered on each page and leave a Ãƒâ€šÃ‚Â½ inch or larger space between the

binding and the image, this is plenty of space to remove a single page from this book or cut the

binding off for coloring groups.

My daughter is 8 and loves coloring and drawing. One of her favorite things to draw/color are

dragons, so this was a must have! We have gone through two of the level 1 books, so I purchase

this to give her a bigger variety of pictures to color.The images in this book are more detailed than

the level 1, but nothing too difficult. My daughter loves it as much as the level 1 book.Highly

recommended for all the dragon fans out there!

Bought this as a gift for my boyfriend for fathers day. He has gotten into the adult coloring book

craze and he loves dragons so this was perfect for him. The book is very thick and has 100 different

pictures of dragons from all over the world. The paper is semi thinner than what he is used to and

he has to put something underneath the page so the gel pens don't seep through. Overall he is



satisfied with this purchase.

Got this as a gift for someone, they absolutely loved it

Didn't know what level 2 is.. But it's not small intricate spaces to color..yet it's not huge, Like a

childrens color book, yet children can do it. Pages aren't real heavy but gel pens do not leak to back

off pages.. I would recommend this book for dragon fanatics

MY DAUGHTER IS FIGHTING CANCER AND SHE LOVES FANTASY. SHE LOVES THE NEW

COLORING BOOK I GOT FOR HER. ADULT COLORING BOOKS HELP PASS THE TIME WHEN

YOU ARE VERY SICK. COLORING BOOKS HAVE BEEN A GODSEND.

My granddaughter loved this book and with colored pencils it made a great gift. Keeps the

imagination alive.
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